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nformation technology policy
is too important to leave
entirely to lawyers. This
theme has been at the core of my
work in the past decade. It is the
reason I have entreated computing professionals, including readers of Communications, to become
involved in the policy issues
affecting their field. More
recently, I have come to realize that information technology policy is also too
important to leave
entirely to technologists. This thought
crystallized for me
in June of 1997
when I attended the
ACM Digital
Library ’97 conference and heard a
speaker repeatedly
characterize intellectual property rights as
“ornery.” Ornery seemed
a curious word to use to
describe this law. It evinces
impatience and implicitly accuses
its subject of stubbornness. A
mule that won’t budge when you
want it to take you back up to
the top of the North Rim of the
Grand Canyon is acting ornery.
I admit that intellectual property rights are complicated, but I
don’t think of them as ornery. In
the nearly three centuries of its
existence, copyright law has

evolved an intricate architecture
that provides different scopes of
protection for different classes of
works. The architecture of copyright is complex in part because
of historical happenstance, but
much of its complexity is the

result of a conscious effort to
achieve certain public policy
objectives, such as promoting the
interests of science, research, education and certain cultural values.
The use of the word “ornery”
in relation to intellectual property rules reflects that technologist’s desire to flatten the

complex architecture of copyright into a set of simple, easily
encodable rules for digital works:
OK to access or not OK to
access, OK to copy or not OK
to copy, OK to print or not OK
to print, and so forth. He seemed
to know just enough about intellectual property rights to know
that the pancake approach he
had in mind might meet
with some resistance.
From his displeasure at
the prospect of this
resistance came the
charge of orneryness. In my plenary talk at DL
’97 the next day, I
said that if objecting to the razing
of copyright’s complex architecture
and all of its public
policy balances was
being ornery, I would
plead guilty to the charge.
The more general issue
raised by this example is the
potential of computer program
code to displace public policies
embodied in law. Programmers
may not realize it, but computer
programs are privately constructed regulatory regimes. In
these governance systems, some
activities are authorized, while
others are, by technical means,
forbidden. “Code as code” is the
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expression Larry Lessig (whose
name you know as the special
master in the Microsoft antitrust
litigation) uses to describe this
phenomenon. Code as code may
be “an efficient means of regulation” [2], but it doesn’t always
produce socially optimal results.
One of the burning questions
in the field of cyberlaw is to
what extent law or public policy
should intervene to tell technologists what they can and can’t
code. Among lawyers, as among
technologists, this issue is controversial. However, lawyers recognize that society may value
some information policies so
highly that a programmer’s fail-

oping a digital library knows it
would be a big mistake to
include digital copies of copyrighted works in the library
without obtaining permission. If
one has obtained permission from
a copyright owner under a license
agreement that says that no more
than three users of the digital
library can access that work at
one time, the developer is
obliged to encode the document
to carry out this contract term.
Encoding the document so that
six people could look at it simultaneously would not only breach
one’s contractual obligations, it
would also be a copyright
infringement. Encoding the same

revenues to the copyright owner
for its use) continue after the
copyright expires? Some judicial
decisions would suggest that this
is a misuse of the copyright
(making contract restrictions of
this sort unenforceable as a matter of public policy).
Alternatively, suppose a copyright owner insisted a digital
library developer agree to purge
all copies of the work from the
digital library the day before the
copyright expired. Given that
expiration of copyright is supposed to mean the work goes
into the public domain and can
be freely used or copied, a contract restriction to purge the doc-

UNLESS DEVELOPERS CONSTRUCT DIGITAL LIBRARY SYSTEMS
in a manner that respects the public policies of the jurisdictions
in which they operate, they will likely find themselves
regulated by law whether they like it or not.
ure to implement them in the
governance system of his code
may be problematic or even illegal. This column discusses some
information policy dimensions of
code as code, using digital
libraries to illustrate its points.
This discussion may help you
judge whether it is ornery of
society to insist on the incorporation of certain information policies into the systems
technologists are building, or
ornery of technologists to resist
this intervention.
Copyright and Digital Libraries

That copyright law can constrain
what digital library developers
can do is uncontroversial in some
respects. Everyone who is devel14

document to restrict access to
one person at a time would be
less likely to get a DL developer
in trouble unless it interfered
with a revenue stream that had
caused the copyright owner to
agree to the three-user limit in
the first place.
More interesting and murky
are questions about whether
copyright law places any restrictions on what copyright owners
can authorize digital library
developers to encode in relation
to their works. For example, if
the copyright for a work incorporated into a digital library is
about to expire, can the owner of
the copyright insist the document be encoded so that restrictions on use of the work (and
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ument might also be
unenforceable as a matter of public policy.
One might also ask from what
source comes the authority of a
copyright owner to insist on a
technological wrapper on copies
of its works in a publicly accessible digital library to preclude
unauthorized readings or private
performances of them. The law of
copyright does not confer on
copyright owners any exclusive
right that would control reading
or private performances of their
works. At least as regards published print works, such as those
found in traditional libraries,
users have traditionally been free
to read or privately perform
works without seeking permis-
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sion from the copyright owner.
Why should the rule be any
different in a publicly accessible
digital library? The U.S. White
Paper on Intellectual Property
and the National Information
Infrastructure [3] implicitly
answers this question by saying
that copyright owners have a
right to control the reading or
private performances of protected
works in digital form because of
the temporary copies made in
RAM while the reading or viewing takes place. The argument
that existing law already treats
these temporary copies as copyright-significant acts is specious.
Yet, digital library developers are
probably busily encoding restrictions on reading and private
viewing without even being
aware there is a policy issue lurking in their code.
Digital library developers
should also consider what if any
“right” they have to index documents in their digital libraries; to
abstract documents (either in
their libraries or in others available at open sites on the Internet); to filter information from
digital documents for users of
their libraries; to add an annotation layer to a digital document
in the library; to reformat or tag
information in digital documents
in their libraries, or to construct
a digital library that interoperates
with another developer’s digital
library, with services of that digital library, or to construct services
that will interoperate with
another developer’s digital
library. If so, where does that
right come from? While I would
argue that many of these activities would be fair uses under tra-

ditional copyright analysis, I suspect many digital library developers are simply coding their
systems to do these and other
functions without thinking about
authorization issues or the public
policy concerns they present.
In his work on trusted systems
technologies (that is, secure hardware and software systems that
do not execute commands to
engage in unauthorized acts),
Mark Stefik points out that the
digital rights management language he is developing can be
used to encode a document to
approximate the lending function
carried out by traditional libraries
[4]. That is, a trusted system
document can be encoded so that
when X “lends” his copy to Y,
X’s copy is disabled for a certain
period of time. Upon the expiration of this time period, Y’s copy
can be automatically disabled and
X’s copy can be reenabled. Julie
Cohen points out that Stefik
focuses on the feasibility of
encoding lending rights, but does
not consider whether the law
should require lending rights be
built into digital documents [1].
Similar questions could be
asked about whether digital
libraries should respect other
public policy limitations on the
scope of copyright law, such as
those that have long permitted
some private noncommercial
copying of protected works,
appropriations of parts of preexisting works in order to make
new works (for instance, quoting
to respond to someone else’s
argument), or preservation and
archive copying by libraries.
Some of these public policy limitations have been deliberately

constructed as grey areas of the
law so that the legality of an act
may depend on multiple factors
that judges will weigh together if
litigation occurs. The U.S. fairuse defense is an example of this.
An author or publisher of a
copyrighted work may object to
some uses of a protected work,
such as a parody of it. Fair use
provides a balancing mechanism
that in some cases may lead to a
negotiated settlement at a lower
licensing fee than if the author’s
right to control subsequent uses
was absolute. In other cases, fair
use may embolden the second
author to make use of the work
without paying for it on the theory that her work will provide
critical commentary on the original, which is in the larger public
interest. The public interest in
some grey areas in copyright law
doesn’t go away just because the
work is in digital form.
An especially controversial
grey area of U.S. copyright law in
the past two decades has been the
lawfulness of private, noncommercial copying of copyrighted
works. Many U.S. publishers
object to such copying, but the
U.S. Supreme Court in its Sony
Betamax decision said that courts
should presume that private noncommercial copying is fair use.
This presumption should only be
reversed, said the Court, where
there was proof of meaningful
likelihood of harm to the market
for the copyrighted work. Most
people in the U.S. take the view
that private noncommercial copying does not do this and is perfectly lawful.
However, digital library systems are generally not being
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built in accord with this expectation. Developers of digital
libraries have instead tended to
design their systems to embody
new abstractions of digital documents, as well as new functions
that can be performed in respect
of the documents and encoded
use rights. Robert Wilensky, the
Principal Investigator of the UC
Berkeley Digital Library Project,

of certain publishers who wish to
be free from the public policy
constraints of copyright law.
Flattening copyright’s architecture means all works in digital
libraries are treated the same and
grey areas are eliminated. An
alternative perspective would be
to view intellectual property and
other information policies as part
of the installed base of society

ments. From records of who is
reading what and for how long,
it would be easy to make a profile of user interests.
From this, it would not be difficult to compute a prediction of
other materials that such readers
might find interesting as well as
what prices they might be willing to pay. Digital library developers might be tempted not just

PERHAPS DIGITAL LIBRARY DEVELOPERS
will eventually have to develop legal modules
to conform the library’s contours to the laws and policies
of particular nations whose citizens use the library.
captured the spirit of this
endeavor when he said during a
1997 demonstration of the
Berkeley DL that it had been
necessary for their project to violate Einstein’s maxim: “Make
things as simple as possible—but
no simpler.” If they didn’t build
the system simpler than possible,
Wilensky intimated, it wouldn’t
have been possible to build it in
the time they’d budgeted and
with the capabilities they’d
aimed for.
While Wilensky wasn’t talking specifically about intellectual
property rights issues, it is fair to
say that most digital library
developers have been violating
Einstein’s maxim in respect of
intellectual property rights.
Builders of digital libraries
may be throwing out like detritus the very carefully constructed
balancing principles built into
copyright law because these principles are too difficult or inelegant to encode. This unwittingly
carries out the maximalist agenda
16

with which designers of digital
libraries should aim to be backward-compatible.
Privacy Considerations

Among the many information
policy functions of traditional
libraries has been the zealous
guarding of patron records. It is
common in the U.S. for state
laws to forbid libraries from
revealing records of what books,
articles or the like users have
checked out of libraries (except
when law enforcement authorities have obtained a valid warrant
to get access to this information).
Libraries support these rules in
order to fend off pressure that
might otherwise be put on them
to reveal this information. What
responsibilities do or should digital library developers have to
respect user privacy or build in
anonymity features to protect
user privacy? This question is
important in part because it is so
easy to track what users are reading in digital library environ-
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to compile such profiles for their
own billing or marketing purposes, but also to sell or exchange
with other digital libraries to
help defray the costs of developing its library.
In the European Union, there
is a new law about to go into
effect limiting the amount of
personally identifiable information that firms can collect,
process, store, use or reuse. This
law will apply to digital libraries.
While it does not prevent collecting and processing data necessary to carrying out an
authorized transaction, it would
preclude constructing profiles of
individual reading habits for
marketing or resale purposes.
Digital library developers who
want to make their systems available to European users will have
to comply with this law.
Bypassing Code as Code

The code-as-code concept recognizes that when technologists
embed technical limitations into

digital library documents, their
code becomes a kind of law that
regulates uses of those documents.
“One obeys these [technical]
laws as code,” Lessig asserts, “not
because one should; one obeys
these laws as code because one can
do nothing else … In the wellimplemented system, there is no
civil disobedience.” [2]
Strictly speaking, this isn’t
true. The civil disobedience possible against a technically protected document is “hacking”
around the technical protection
system. This is why the Clinton
administration has sought to
make it illegal at the national
and international levels to circumvent technical protection systems and to manufacture or sell
technologies or provide services
whose uses include bypassing or
circumvention of technical protection systems.
So far, the anticircumvention
regulations the Clinton administration favors (which I criticized
in the July 1996 Communications)
have not been adopted. Delegates
to the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) diplomatic conference on digital
copyright issues held in Geneva
in December 1996 rejected the
Clinton administration’s proposal
to regulate so-called circumvention technologies out of concern
that this would undermine access
to public domain information
and interfere with fair uses and
other public purposes of copyright. Delegates to the conference
did, however, support a treaty
provision to protect against circumvention of technical protection systems that facilitate

copyright infringement.
In the U.S. Congress, Representatives Boucher and Campbell
(H.R. 3048) and Senator Ashcroft
(S. 1146) have proposed legislation to outlaw circumvention of
technical protection systems that
facilitate copyright infringement.
Circumvention for other purposes, such as engaging in computer security research or getting
access to information necessary to
achieve interoperability, would
not be reached by these bills.
However, the bills the Clinton
administration supports (H.R.
2281 and S. 1121) seek to outlaw
(1) circumvention of technical
protection systems regardless of
the purpose for which it was carried out and (2) manufacture or
distribution of technologies,
including software, whose primary uses might become the
enablement of infringement. (The
administration-supported bills
are variants on the U.S. White
Paper legislation criticized in the
July 1996 issue of Communications.) H.R. 2281 and S. 1121
would make it a felony to violate
either provision willfully for purposes of financial gain. The
Boucher-Campbell and Ashcroft
bills do not include criminal provisions.
If the administration succeeds
in getting the bills it favors
through Congress, it will almost
certainly make another attempt
to convince other countries that
the U.S. approach is the proper
way to implement the WIPO
Copyright Treaty (even though
Bruce Lehman admitted in a
recent Congressional hearing
H.R. 2281 went beyond what the
treaty required).

Some public interest organizations (such as the Electronic
Frontier Foundation), along with
major consumer equipment manufacturers as well as computer
hardware and software developers
and some industry associations,
have expressed their support for
H.R. 3048 and S. 1146 and their
opposition to H.R. 2281 and S.
1121. Your prompt expression of
support for the Boucher-Campbell and Ashcroft bills (especially
the former) to your Congressional
representative could make a difference in this legislative
struggle.
The Clinton administration is
pushing very hard for H.R. 2281
and S. 1121, as are major copyright industry groups. In my
view, the administration’s anticircumvention proposals are even
worse than its encryption policy.
But don’t just take my word for
it. Take a look at the bills and
analyses of them, such as those
found at the Digital Future
Coalition Web site: www.dfc.org,
and make your own judgment.
Some Final Thoughts

Digital library developers ignore
the law and information policy at
their peril. Unless they construct
digital library systems in a manner that respects the public policies of the jurisdictions in which
they operate, they will likely find
themselves regulated by law
whether they like it or not. This
may require them to rebuild
parts of their systems (for
instance, to protect user privacy
more than they originally did) or
even to shut their systems down.
Digital library builders also need
to keep track of current and
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emerging legal issues likely to
affect their libraries and take
some responsibility for how these
issues get resolved. Otherwise,
they may find out too late that
some things they want to do
(such as creating certain kinds of

links) have been declared illegal
because legal decision makers
had different views about the
issues.
Given that laws and information policies vary from country to
country (and often within coun-

tries, as routinely occurs at state
and local levels in the U.S.), perhaps digital library developers
will eventually have to develop
legal modules to conform the
library’s contours to the laws and
policies of particular nations
whose citizens use the library.
Imagine, for example, a legal
module for a digital library
that enabled people from the
Netherlands but not those
from Utah or Iran to get
access to pornographic materials. This would seem to
require reengineering of certain parts of the information
infrastructure to zone cyberspace to conform to national
boundaries so that national
policies can be preserved in
cyberspace. I’ll leave it to you
to judge whether this is a
good idea. c
Pamela Samuelson
(pam@sims.berkeley.edu) is a professor
of Information Management and of
Law at the University of California at
Berkeley.
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